FRYDERYK CHOPIN
THE LAST CONCERT
Chopin’s last public concert performance took place in Edinburgh on 4 October 1848, at the
end of a concert tour trough England and Scotland. Shortly after that Chopin returned to
Paris. Until his death in the autumn of the following year he did not play any other concert.
But the Edinburgh concert belongs not only to those very few public appearances that Chopin made as pianist. There is something more that makes this concert unique: The Edinburgh
performance is the one and only concert throughout all of his life that Chopin performed
alone. At all other concerts he shared the stage with singers and instrumentalists – mixed
programs were quite fashionable at that time. So what we here can listen to is not less than
Chopin’s one-of-a-kind solo piano recital in the modern sense of the word.
The reconstruction of this historic concert program will be presented as a premiere by German pianist Tobias Koch, and will be performed on a historical pianoforte from Chopin’s time.

The concert program was very well chosen, as its conception is highly attractive: Preludes,
Etudes, Nocturnes, Mazurkas, Waltzes, a Ballade, an Impromptu, and the Berceuse. Concerning the concrete program reconstruction Tobias Koch worked together with renowned
musicologists to re-establish a most precise repertoire of this concert.

Fryderyk Chopin made use for this concert of a John Broadwood & Sons pianoforte, that he
called himself “the English Pleyel”. Tobias Koch will use a historic Broadwood grand piano
from the Andrzej Wlodarczyk Collection, preserved in its original substance, which is the
same model and year of the instrument that Chopin played.
This instrument is carefully restored, looks very impressive and – most important of all – possesses a strong sound that can easily fill also big halls. Its darker sound conception will add
a new colour to the up-to-date historical-informed interpretation of Chopin’s music that uses
so far mostly French instruments as of manufacturers like Pleyel and Erard.

I hope that the conception of this first presentation of a careful reconstructed historic program
of great importance, performed on an instrument that is most closely related to Chopin’s historical performance at Edinburgh, will speak for itself as to the imagination of the listeners.
Tobias Koch
www.tobiaskoch.eu

mail@tobiaskoch.eu

To trace the essence of sound with the joy of discovery and open-minded versatily – that is
the musical credo of Tobias Koch, one of the most fascinating current performers in the area
of historical keyboard instruments. He belongs to the leading interpreters of romantic performance practise, and has developed within the last year to a real and overall devoted Chopinist. Since four years he maintains a close artistic collaboration with the Warsaw Chopin
Institute - recording CDs, teaching Masterclasses, doing a lot of radio-productions - and he is
a favourite of the audiences of the “Chopin and his Europe” Festival, where he returns each
year. In 2016 he was chosen to perform the traditional concert on Chopin’s birthday, live
transmitted from Zelazowa Wola. Tobias Koch never ceases to surprise his audiences with
exceptional projects, featuring an extensive variety of repertoire and a pronounced curiosity
for discovering rare historical instruments, that he plays both unorthodox and spirited in his
performances, constantly striving to lend the music he performs vivid colour and new life.

